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Introduction
HCL Domino is a secure, enterprise-grade, application development platform.
The HCL Domino V11.0.1 launch brings many new features along with one important feature,
support for Docker (Containerization).
The HCL Domino Docker image comes with a pre-installed 11.0.1 version of Domino.
Domino Docker image is based on the Docker-compatible Red Hat Universal Base Image (UBI) of
Domino. Domino runs as a Linux Docker Container.
As software development and deployment evolved over the years, we have seen the future of
software development and deployment move towards containerization, which includes benefits
such as the quick and easy deployment of an application, ease of testing the code and upgrading an
application. Therefore, in today’s world, we should be familiar with Docker (containerization) and
how to deploy the Domino software using Docker image. At HCL we are putting efforts towards
enabling our products to be Docker image ready.
In this document, you will learn the Domino Docker architecture and various components of it. You
will learn how to install and configure Domino using a Docker image. We will also cover how to setup
the first and an additional Domino server using a Docker image.
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Prerequisites
You should have basic understanding about Docker and its terminologies. Below are some important
Docker terminologies.
i) Image: An image is a read-only template with instruction for creating Docker containers. Images
are just filesystems with binaries, etc. stored. Images are only state, they do not execute.
ii) Container: Container is a runnable instance of an image. You can create, start, stop or delete a
container using the Docker CLI. You can connect a container to one or more networks, attach
storage to it, or even create a new image based on its current state.
iii) Volume: A location on Docker that stores data to be read or written by an application. The
Domino data directory is stored in a volume.
iv) Docker Daemon: The Docker service that you interact with through Docker commands to create
and manage Docker objects such as images, containers, volumes and networks. Also, referred to as
the Docker Engine.
v) Docker host: A server machine which runs the Docker daemon.
Figure 1. Domino Docker Architecture.

You can download the Domino Docker image from the Software License & Download Portal.
https://hclsoftware.flexnetoperations.com/flexnet/operationsportal/logon.do
File Name: Domino_1101_DockerImage.tgz
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System requirements for installing Domino using Docker image
1) Docker host server can be installed on CentOS Server 7.4/RHEL 7.4. The previously mentioned
versions and above must be used.
2) Docker Engine version 19 and above must be installed and configured.
2.1) Docker Enterprise Edition (EE): It is an integrated, supported and certified container platform for
business-critical deployments. Docker EE is supported by Docker Inc.
Docker EE is available in three tiers:
i) Basic: The Docker platform for certified infrastructure, with support from Docker Inc. and certified
Containers and Plugins from Docker Store.
ii) Standard: Adds advanced image and container management, LDAP/AD user integration, and rolebased access control (Docker Datacenter).
iii) Advanced: Adds Docker Security Scanning and continuous vulnerability monitoring.
2.2) Docker Community Editions (CE): It is the new name for the free Docker products. It includes the
full Docker platform and is great for developers and DIY ops teams starting to build container apps.
Docker CE is available in two variants:
i) Edge: It is for users wanting a drop of the latest and greatest features every month. Edge releases
only get security and bug-fixes during the month they are released.
ii) Stable: it is released quarterly and is for users that want an easier-to-maintain release pace.
3) Some types of CentOS/RHEL come with the default “Podman” which is a Linux container software
like Docker. So before installing Docker software make sure that you are removing the Podman,
otherwise when you are installing Docker it will conflict and “Docker” installation will fail.
Podman: Podman is a free and open-source daemonless container platform that was built to
develop, manage and deploy containers and pods on a Linux environment.
Note: Podman is a supported containerization runtime. This means you can use the Podman instead
of docker, but on the command line syntax replace “docker” with “podman”.
Note: Pods are group of containers which are usually deployed on the same host system.
You can un-install “Podman” by issuing the command.
yum -y remove podman

Deploying Domino using Docker image
In the below sections, we have described the two scenarios for installing the Domino server using
Docker image. You will build the Additional Domino Server and First Domino Server using Docker
image and the steps mentioned in this document.

First scenario: Setup Domino Docker as your additional server in the Domain
1) Register an additional server in an existing Domino domain using an administrator client and save
the server.id file of the additional server.
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2) Download the “Domino Docker” image file “Domino_1101_DockerImage.tgz” from FlexNet site.
3) Copy the downloaded image file to Linux machine (for example, copy the file to /home/notes
directory and copy the registered server.id file to the same directory). You can copy this by using
Winscp/FTP commands. Listing the files to show the copied file exists.
[root@centos /]# ls /home/notes -l
total 1500256
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 690144214 Apr 14 21:16 Domino_1101_DockerImage.tgz
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root

5369 Apr 25 17:15 server.id

4) Open a putty session to the Centos Linux machine with ‘root’ user access.

5) Use docker load command to load the image to local Docker repository.
[root@centos /]# docker load --input /home/notes/Domino_1101_DockerImage.tgz
92b864bfcfaa: Loading layer 239.2MB/239.2MB
92af68d64d0b: Loading layer 20.48kB/20.48kB
f4320cab2c31: Loading layer 55.81kB/55.81kB
8a59a777683c: Loading layer 159.2MB/159.2MB
8cd4e6b6a2db: Loading layer 990.7MB/990.7MB

Loaded image: domino-docker:V1101_03212020prod
6) Issue “docker image ls” command to know if the above Domino image is shown.
[root@centos /] # docker image ls
REPOSITORY

TAG

IMAGE ID

CREATED

domino-docker V1101_03212020prod 2854f040d034

SIZE

4 weeks ago

1.37GB

NOTE: If you want to rename the tag you can by using the following docker commands:
$ docker tag <old_name> <new_name>
$ docker rmi <old_name>
docker tag domino-docker:V1101_03212020prod jamdomino:DV1101
OR
docker tag 2854f040d034 jamdomino:DV1101
You can remove the old name after you have re-tagged it:
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docker rmi domino-docker
7) Create the Docker volume for the Domino data directory:
[root@centos /]# docker volume create notesdata
notesdata
You can check the if the volume has been created by issuing the command “docker volume ls”:
[root@centos /]# docker volume ls
DRIVER

VOLUME NAME

local

notesdata

8) Create a temporary container for remote server setup. To determine the name of the Domino
Docker image (required for the next step), from the Docker terminal window, issue the command
“docker image ls” to list the names of the Docker images on your system:
[root@centos ~]# docker image ls
REPOSITORY
domino-docker

TAG

IMAGE ID

CREATED

V1101_03212020prod 2854f040d034

SIZE

4 weeks ago

1.37GB

9) To create and run a container, and to complete Domino server setup, issue the following
command:
[root@centos ~]# docker run --rm --name dominosetup -v notesdata:/local/notesdata --hostname
mydocdomino.hclpnp.com -p 8585:8585 -p 1352:1352 domino-docker:V1101_ 03212020prod –
setup
It will output the following:
Preparing for server setup...
Done.
./java -ss512k -Xmso5M -cp jhall.jar:cfgdomserver.jar:./ndext/ibmdirectoryservices.jar
lotus.domino.setup.WizardManagerDomino -data /local/notesdata -listen
Remote server setup enabled on port 8585.
The Domino setup server is now in listening mode.
A remote client can now connect to this server and configure Domino.
To connect to this server, launch the Remote Domino Setup program from a command-prompt as
follows:
From a Domino administrator client: serversetup -remote
From a Domino server: server -remote
To end this server, launch the Remote Domino Setup program from a command-prompt as follows:
From a Domino administrator client: serversetup -q mydocdomino.hclpnp.com
From a Domino server: server -q mydocdomino.hclpnp.com
©2021 HCL Technologies Ltd.
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For more information, see the printed guide Setting Up Domino Networks and Servers.
*Warning all runtime debug info will be logged to /local/notesdata/setuplog.txt
10) Open another terminal and issue the “docker ps” command to know the container ID for copying
the server.id file to the “notesdata”:
[root@centos /]# docker ps
CONTAINER ID
PORTS

IMAGE

COMMAND

CREATED

STATUS
NAMES

214b5ddc4962
domino-docker:V1101_03212020prod "/local/start.sh --s…" 51 minutes ago
Up About an hour 25/tcp, 80/tcp, 110/tcp, 143/tcp, 389/tcp, 443/tcp, 636/tcp, 2050/tcp,
0.0.0.0:1352->1352/tcp, 8080/tcp, 63148-63149/tcp, 0.0.0.0:8585->8585/tcp dominosetup
11) Copy the server.id file to the above container ID(214b5ddc4962) to start configuring the server
using the remote server setup:
[root@centos /]# docker cp /home/notes/server.id 214b5ddc4962:/local/notesdata
12) From the Windows machine, you can launch the “Remote Server Setup” utility to configure the
Domino server. You can follow the on-screen display to configure the server.
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Results: After you complete the server setup, the container stops and is removed.
What to do next?
13) Create a container for the new Domino server:

There are two ways in which the Domino Server Container can be created and started.
i) Interactive mode. In this mode, Domino Server starts in the same console window.
docker run -it --name DominoSrv -v notesdata:/local/notesdata --hostname docker.testlab.com -cap-add=SYS_PTRACE -p 1352:1352 -p 80:80 -p 443:443 domino-docker:V1101_03212020prod

ii) Detach mode (background). In this mode, Domino server runs in background.

docker run -d --name DominoDetach -v notesdata:/local/notesdata --hostname docker.testlab.com -cap-add=SYS_PTRACE -p 1352:1352 -p 80:80 -p 443:443 domino-docker:V1101_03212020prod
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-it: Container runs in interactive mode, which allows you to interact with the Domino server console
from the Docker terminal.

-d: Container runs in detach mode, Domino runs in the background and you can access the server
console through the Domino Administrator client.

--cap-add=SYS_PTRACE: Enables settings to allow NSD to capture callstacks via the ptrace tool
should a problem occur that requires a Support ticket.

IMMEDIATELY IT WILL START DOMINO SERVER AS FOLLOWS.
[000326:000002-00007FE7A643D0C0] HCL Domino (r) Server (64 Bit), Release 11.0.1, March 21,
2020
[000326:000002-00007FE7A643D0C0] (C) Copyright HCL Technologies. 1987, 2020
[000326:000006-00007FE7A643D0C0] 04/25/2020 13:10:47 Informational, rebuild view needed invalid collection header (reading /local/notesdata/names.nsf view note Title:'($ServerAccess)')
[001337:000002-00007F97DBD340C0] 04/25/2020 13:11:04 RnRMgr: Done validating schedule
database
You can issue show server command to show server information.
show server
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] HCL Domino (r) Server (64 Bit) (Release 11.0.1 for Linux/64)
04/25/2020 13:11:14
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Server name:
Mydocdomino/JAM - Docker Domino
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Domain name:
LOTUS
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Server directory:
/local/notesdata
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Partition:
.local.notesdata
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Elapsed time:
00:00:27
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Transactions/minute: Last minute: 0; Last hour: 0; Peak: 0
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Peak # of sessions: 0 at
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Transactions: 0
Max. concurrent: 80
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] ThreadPool Threads: 80 (TCPIP Port)
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Availability Index: 100 (state: AVAILABLE)
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Mail Tracking:
Not Enabled
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Mail Journalling:
Not Enabled
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Number of Mailboxes: 1
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Pending mail: 0
Dead mail: 0
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[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Waiting Tasks:
0
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] DAOS:
Not Enabled
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Transactional Logging: Not Enabled
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Fault Recovery:
Not Enabled
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Activity Logging:
Not Enabled
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Server Controller: Not Enabled
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Diagnostic Directory:
/local/notesdata/IBM_TECHNICAL_SUPPORT
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Console Logging:
Enabled (10240K)
[000326:000008-00007FE7936CF700] Console Log File:
/local/notesdata/IBM_TECHNICAL_SUPPORT/console.log
[000326:000006-00007FE793090700] 04/25/2020 13:11:48 Directory Assistance is updating
server info in internal tables (Server records in primary directory have changed)
14) The Domino Administrator client connects to the Docker container Domino server:

15) If the server is shutdown on the Docker window where the server console was running (such as
in step #13 or a quit command issued from the Domino administrator client), then the server can be
started as Docker container by the following method:
First, know the container ID by issuing the docker ps –a:
[root@centos ~]# docker ps -a
CONTAINER ID IMAGE COMMAND CREATED STATUS PORTS NAMES
54267ae7de44 domino-docker:V1101_03212020prod "/local/start.sh" 18 hours
ago Exited (137) 12 hours ago domino-docker

Start the Docker container by using the “docker run <container ID>” command:
[root@centos ~]# docker start 54267ae7de44
54267ae7de44
To know if the container is running, issue the command “docker ps”:
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[root@centos ~]# docker ps
CONTAINER ID IMAGE COMMAND CREATED STATUS PORTS NAMES
54267ae7de44
domino-docker:V1101_03212020prod "/local/start.sh" 20 hours ago
Up 53
minutes
25/tcp, 80/tcp, 110/tcp, 143/tcp, 389/tcp, 0.0.0.0:443->443/tcp, 636/tcp, 2050/tcp,
0.0.0.0:1352->1352/tcp, 8080/tcp, 63148-63149/tcp, 0.0.0.0:8585->8585/tcp domino-docker

You can re-connect to the server by using the Domino Administrator client.

Second scenario: Setup Domino Docker as the First Server in the Domain
1) Below are the prerequisite steps.

i) Download “Domino Docker” image file “Domino_1101_DockerImage.tgz” from FlexNet site
and copy it into the Linux machine.

ii) The Docker host should be installed on your CentOS/RHEL Linux.

iii) The Domino Administrator client with Remote Server Setup is installed.

Note: Refer to the following article for Domino on Docker requirements:
https://help.hcltechsw.com/domino/11.0.1/admin/inst_dock_requirements.html
2) Use the docker load command to load the image to local Docker repository:
docker load --input Domino_1101_DockerImage.tgz

3) Verify the image is created using the “docker image ls” command:

©2021 HCL Technologies Ltd.
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4) Create a Volume store for Data Directory using the following command:
docker volume create <VolumeName>

e.g. docker volume create notesdata

5) Verify the created volume using the “docker volume ls” command:

6) Create a temporary container for remote server setup.
i) To determine the name of the Domino Docker image (required for the next step), from the Docker
terminal window, issue the command “docker image ls” to list the names of the Docker images on
your system.

ii) Create a temporary container using the following command:

docker run --rm --name dominosetup -v notesdata:/local/notesdata --hostname docker.testlab.com p 8585:8585 -p 1352:1352 domino-docker:V1101_03212020prod
--setup

Docker run: This command is used to create and start the container.

--rm: Tells Docker to remove the container after the container stops. Typically, this is used when
creating a temporary container to run server setup or upgrading server.

--name: Specifies a unique, friendly name to use to reference the container when issuing Docker
commands.

-v <docker volume name>: Specifies the Docker volume to persistently store the Domino data
directory. Here you can add different volume with –v switch such as for DAOS, Transaction logging,
etc.

©2021 HCL Technologies Ltd.
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Note: The volume is created if it doesn't exist already.

--hostname: Specifies the host name that is mapped to the Domino container. Typically is the fully
qualified internet host name of the host system on which Docker runs.

-p <HostPort:ContainerPort>: Specifies which ports from the Domino container to publish to the
host system.

<ImageName>: This is the name of the image which we created earlier.

--setup: Launches Domino remote server setup for a new server.

The Domino setup server is now in listening mode.

7) From the Windows machine, you can launch the “Remote Server Setup” utility to configure the
Domino server. You can follow the on-screen display to configure the server.

©2021 HCL Technologies Ltd.
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Results: After you complete the server setup, the container stops and is removed.
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8) While running the Domino server, you can run the NSD in two ways.
i) Run “docker exec -u notes -it DominoSrv /bin/bash” command. It takes you to notesdata.
Then run NSD command from there:

ii) Directly from host: docker exec -u notes -it DominoSrv /opt/hcl/domino/bin/nsd
-exec: Used to run a command in a running container.
-u <UserName>: Specifies the username.
9) Domino Administrator client connects to the Docker container Domino server.

©2021 HCL Technologies Ltd.
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Conclusion
With help of this tutorial, you built HCL Domino using a Docker image as an additional server and as
the first server in your environment.
You can also refer to the below Knowledge Article regarding the webinar delivered on Domino on
Docker to get more insight on Domino on Docker installation and configuration. You will also be able
to build an Offline Maintenance container to run the offline tasks such as Fixup, Compact and Updall
on Domino databases and Domino Upgrade containers to upgrade the Domino server version.
https://support.hcltechsw.com/csm?id=kb_article&sysparm_article=KB0081411
https://youtu.be/V2PHB2u7WgI
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Resources
Refer to the following resources to learn more.
Mystery of Domino on Docker - Part 1
https://www.slideshare.net/HowardGreenberg/opnovember-water-cooler-talk-the-mystery-ofdomino-on-docker-part-1
https://youtu.be/3O7hy04MZDc
4D - Domino Docker Deep Dive
https://www.slideshare.net/HowardGreenberg/january-openntf-webinar-4d-domino-docker-deepdive
https://youtu.be/u3vE-L2TFQ8
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Legal statements
This edition applies to version Domino Docker image 11.0.1 and to all subsequent releases and
modifications until otherwise indicated in new editions.
When you send information to HCL Technologies Ltd., you grant HCL Technologies Ltd. a
nonexclusive right to use or distribute the information in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation to you.
©2021 Copyright HCL Technologies Ltd and others. All rights reserved.
Note to U.S. Government Users — Documentation related to restricted rights — Use, duplication or
disclosure is subject to restrictions set forth in GSA ADP Schedule Contract with HCL Technologies
Ltd.
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Disclaimers
This report is subject to the HCL Terms of Use (https://www.hcl.com/terms-of-use) and the
following disclaimers:
The information contained in this report is provided for informational purposes only. While efforts
were made to verify the completeness and accuracy of the information contained in this publication,
it is provided AS IS without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to the
implied warranties of merchantability, non-infringement, and fitness for a particular purpose. In
addition, this information is based on HCL’s current product plans and strategy, which are subject to
change by HCL without notice. HCL shall not be responsible for any direct, indirect, incidental,
consequential, special or other damages arising out of the use of, or otherwise related to, this report
or any other materials. Nothing contained in this publication is intended to, nor shall have the effect
of, creating any warranties or representations from HCL or its suppliers or licensors, or altering the
terms and conditions of the applicable license agreement governing the use of HCL software.
References in this report to HCL products, programs, or services do not imply that they will be
available in all countries in which HCL operates. Product release dates and/or capabilities referenced
in this presentation may change at any time at HCL’s sole discretion based on market opportunities
or other factors, and are not intended to be a commitment to future product or feature availability
in any way. The underlying database used to support these reports is refreshed on a weekly basis.
Discrepancies found between reports generated using this web tool and other HCL documentation
sources may or may not be attributed to different publish and refresh cycles for this tool and other
sources. Nothing contained in this report is intended to, nor shall have the effect of, stating.
or implying that any activities undertaken by you will result in any specific sales, revenue growth,
savings or other results. You assume sole responsibility for any results you obtain or decisions you
make as a result of this report. Notwithstanding the HCL Terms of Use (https://www.hcl.com/termsof-use), users of this site are permitted to copy and save the reports generated from this tool for
such users own internal business purpose. No other use shall be permitted.
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